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3 Astrophysical Applications of Adaptive Optics. 4 Point Spread Function. 5 Novel Techniques.Â Adaptive Optics for Astronomy 3. 2.1
The Principle of AO. Atmospheric turbulence introduces spatial and temporal variations in the refractive index and the optical path
length along the line of sight.Â 3.2.2 Circumstellar Disks It is the disks around young stars that can shed light on how binary stars and
planetary systems form. The interest and importance of this. 16 Davies & Kasper. Part 2 Imaging and Laser Propagation Systems 39.
Chapter 3.Â The first widely used application of adaptive optics was for compensating atmospheric turbulence effects in astronomical
imaging and laser beam propagation. While some topics have been researched and reported for years, even decades, new applications
and advances in the supporting technologies occur almost daily.Â Turbulence induces phase uctuations on light waves traveling
through the atmosphere. The main effect of those perturbations on imaging systems is to diminish the attainable angular resolution,
whereas on free-space laser communications the turbulence drastically affects system performances. Light propagation is computed on
all grids independently, and during rendering we simply add the contributions from all grids. Since separate RSM needs to be rendered
for each cascade, we have a full control over the objects which could be injected in what cascade. Thereby, each cascade contains
radiance from bleeders with strictly defined range of size.Â Thus we have adaptive resolution for objects at different distances (see
Figure 12. Cascaded approach takes into account small objects near the viewer position. Left: one Light Propagation Volume. Right:
three nested cascades of Light Propagation Volumes used.). Figure 12. Cascaded approach takes into account small objects near the
viewer position. Left: one Light Propagation Volume. by SPIE-Intl Soc Optical Eng. in Environmental Effects on Light Propagation and
Adaptive Systems. Environmental Effects on Light Propagation and Adaptive Systems, Volume 10787; doi:10.1117/12.2519755.
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